
Place ample Seed Beads (or other small 
beads) in the bowl of the Spin-N-Bead Jr 
(206A-410).   Place stringing material (for 
Seed Beads WildFire is a great option).  Spin 
the Spin-N-Bead counter-clockwise and dip 
the tip of the Curved Big Eye Needle into 
the 
pinning beads.  Make sure not to touch the 
tip of the needle anywhere except into the 
spinning beads.  Holding the needle paral-
lel with your work surface is better and will 
allow more beads to load.

Once you have some beads on, remove the 
needle from the Spin-N-Bead Jr, if making 
a pattern count the number of beads you 
need then dump any remaining beads from 
the tip of the needle back into the 
Spin-N-Bead bowl. Push the counted 
(or not) Seed Beads onto the Wildfire.

**Placement of the needle is crucial when using 
the Spin-N-Bead Jr.  Make sure the tip of the needle 

does not touch the inside or bottom of the bowl.  
The needle needs to only have the tip in the spin-

ning beads to find the hole and magically load the 
beads**

SPIN-N-BEAD INSTRUCTIONS

BEADS SPINNING
    COUNTER-
       CLOCKWISE

         NEEDLE ANGLED 
         AND SIDEWAYS 
         AS ILLUSTRATED

        NEEDLE FINDS 
     BEAD HOLES 
AND VOILA

®



Remove the needle to find your cache of 
strung beads then count out the number 
of beads (if you are making a pattern) 
then dump the excess back into the Quick 
Change Tray.  Push the strung beads from 
the needle onto the WildFire, then remove 
the Quick Change Tray from the 
Spin-N-Bead and continue on with your 
pattern.

If making a pattern place the Quick 
Change Tray (206A-420) over the Spin-
N-Bead Jr. then spin the same as before 
(with a different color of seed beads)
 then lower the Big Eye Curved Needle 
down and into the spinning beads and 
watch them load.

 

**If you are a lefty hold the needle in your 
left hand and spin CLOCKWISE**

NECKLACE INSTRUCTIONS®


